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International Chamber of Commerce in Madrid . June 18,1975. 
Rohm, and Hass Co. " For Easier breathing reprint from Rohm. 
and Haas employees Newsletter , June 1971 Philadelphia, Penn. 
Sperry & Hutchinson Co. " Public Affairs Handbook "A Guide 
to achieving good government .A consumer service of the 
Sperry & Hutchinson Company. 
Summerfield , P. " Social Responsibility -A Survey of Current 
Policy and Practice ". July - Sept. 1971.2 disguised cases. 
" Superior Performances " companies singled out by editors 
of Business and Society Rev. for important action in. 'the 
public interest. 
" The 1975 Good Guys : 13 companies win awards for corpo- 
rate social responsibility ". Business and Society Rev. 1975 
1976 Winter No. 16. , 18-27. 
- 
Unilever's World " CIS Anti report No. 11. 
- Urban Strategy Center Case Studies. set 1. The Urban 
Strategy Center Chamber of Commerce of the U. S. 
Washington D. C. 1975 - 76 ). 
2. c. Practices 
Bertelsmann. Company Charter. 
Bayer Ag. "The Social Report". Anbar precis, 1977. 
Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce. Annual Report 1976. 
Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce, "Code 
Practice". 
Chapman, Peter F., '; The responsibility of 
the environment", Energy Research Group, 
presented at the Royal Society's Wellcome 
Chloride Group Board Policies. Includes 
Chloride's social responsibilities. 
of Advertising 
industry towards 
Open University, 
Hall, May 3,1977. 
statement of 
3. 
Conference Board, "Soc-ial ! Zesponsibilitty - Reporlts", ;,; atzon 
Library - The Conference Board, Oct. 17,1977. 
DeHaan, Bryon, Manager of Public Affairs, OTC, Discussioi of 
Caterpillar's world-wide Code of Eusiness Conduct. Its plarposes, 
how it was developed etc. 
Deutsche BP Aktiengesellschaft. Social Report. 
Deutsche Shell Aktiengesellschaft. Geschsftsbericht/Sozialbilanz. 
Ernst & Ernst, "Social responsibility disclosure" 1976 survey 
of Fortune 500 Annual Reports. 
Ernst & Ernst, "Social responsibility disclosure" Compilation 
of 1977 survey of Fortune 500 Annual Reports. 
Goyder, George, "1976 Ernest Bader Common Ownership Lecture", 
Scott Bader Commonwealth Centre, Nov. 6,1976, Commonwealth 
Monoqra2h No. 7. Title; "End of Econormic Man". 
Holn. es Sandra L., "Corporate social performance: Past and present 
areas of commitment". Academy of Management Journal, 1977, 
Vol. 20, No. 3, pp. 433-438. 
rntarnat-ion-al Labour Offica, Multinatioa-a-s in Wcstarn Europe: 
The indu3trial '. 1elations E., parience, 19775). 
Jones, Reginald, "The legitimacy of the business corporation", 
P, u, sir. -tý; s vorizors, Au-4ujt 197/7, pp. 
-insman, Francis, "A Briltish bank. lends old to 
charity", Business and Society Review. 
Law Society, "Aims and scope of Company Reports". Memo by the 
Law Society's Standing Committee on Company Law. Published by 
the Department of Trade. July 1976. 
Liggett Group: "Corporate policy concerning business conduct", "Conflict of interest", "Antitrust compliance", "Use of inside information and trading in securities", "Equal employment 
opportunity", "Political activity". 
2. c. Practices 4. 
Lilley,, Wt. III and James C. Miller III, "The n6w social 
regulation", Across the Board, January 1978, pp. 32-46. 
Metropolitan Life, "A need ... 'A response" 1976. Efforts to improve quality of life. 
OECD, "Collective bargaining and inflation: New relations 
between government, labour and management". Final report on 
an International A14anagement Seminar convened by the OECD. 
Paris, Nov. 17-19,1976. 
Oistein Ostenstad, "The work-style the work force wanted", 
Profile, 11, Spring 1977, pp. 18-20. 
711edesigning industry to increase job satisfaction and profits. 
Post, Jarmes E. , "T. ria challenge of managing under social 
uacertainty", Business Horizons, Augu3t 1977, pp. 51-60. 
*`The zesponsibility of industrial research towards society", 
R&D Manalement, Vol. 7,1977. Special issue with the European 
industrial Research Management Association. 
Royal Bank of Canada. (1) "Money Habits Handbook" along with 
brochures describing money Habits Workshop. May 1977. 
(2) Collection of published articles describing the Bank's 
Community Bank Services in low-income neighbourhoods. 
(3) Bank'statement: "Change and stability", May 1975. 
Smith, Robin, "Keeping employees informed: Current practice 
on disclo. Sure", BIN Report, No. MSR31, Dec. 1975 
311 Company, (1) Emlohasis. Special report to 3M employees about 
3M and social responsibility. '(2) Preamble to 3M Company's 
Committee on Corporate Responsibility. (3) International 
, %mbassador, describes 3M's concerns and activities in the area 
of corporate responsibility. 
Touche, Ross, "The social audit and what it means. One firm 
leads the way". Accountancy, March 1978, pp. 13. 
Traverse-Realy 4. A3soc. Ltd. , "Aspac ts of pub 1 -, c affairs ac I%-. - iv 14CY undertaIxen lin Europe by multinational corporations" A review of current- practice. Feb - April 1977. 
U. N. Centta on Trat national d -i z- - to cc . ... 
.0 Trananat-ional ýJuly ! ý, 72 August 1977. 
Wall, T. D. and J. A. Lischeronp "Worker participaiion: A critique 
of the literaturc and some fresh evidence", London, McGraw-Hill, 
1977. 
Westall, Ken, "Shopfloor, Shareholders: All friends together", 
Business Administration, July/Aug- 1977. pp. 17-18. 
Unique company exercise of open communications policy at and between all levels. Displaces "employee participation" with 
employee involvement. 
2. c. Practices 
Weyerhaeuser's Reputation -A shared responsibility. 
July 1976. 
Board-Level participation in the UK: The CMC Experience. 
European Industrial Relations Review, No. 40, April 1977. 
S. 
1. 
2. SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY-OF BUSINESS 
c. Individual Practices (UK) 
Aims of indusýry, "The Resp'o'nsibi, lities of Business. " 
Airports - Reports of Consultative Committees. Edinburgh': 
1973-74, Landscaping; Heathrow: 1974-75; Stansted: 
11969-72; Gatwick: Landscaping. 
Allied Brewers Ltd., 1975 Annual Report. 
ARC (Action Resource Centre), Report 1973-75; "Action 
Industry, " by Maggie Baxter; Arclight. 
Avon Rubber Co. Ltd. ', Social Audit, Spring 1976. 
Bank of-Scotland: "Facts, about Oil"; "Services for International 
Business"; "Money and Banking"; Annual Meeting, April 1975; 
"Intercom" News Bulletin. 
Barclays Bank, "Report to the Staff - Barclays Bank Staff 
Attitude Survey"; What. price social responsibility", ýy 
Derek Weyer. 
Bass Charrington, Ltd., Annual Report 1973. 
BASF, Annual Report 1974. 
1> 
Beecham Group, Annual Report 1974-75, "Beecham Research 
Laboratories. ". 
Briston Channel Ship Repairers, "Embattled Democracy"' 
Management Toda , July 1975, pp. 28-35. 
British Airports Authority, "Aircraft Vortex Insurance 
Scheme, " 1974. 
British Airports Authority, "Airport Fact Pack. " Information 
on airports owned by BAA. 
British Airports Authority, Objectives of BAA. ' 
British Institute of Management: "Code of Best Practice"'; 
Library Periodical Holdings List - January 1975; "BIM 
Study Group on, Company Affairs"; "Changing Social Values"; 
"Attitudes to Industry". 
British Leyland, British Leyland Mirror, No'. '52, March 21,1977. 
Booker McConnell Ltd., Annual Report 1974. 
Boots Company Ltd., Company policy for equality in employment. 
/ 
2. 
SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY OF BUSINESS 
c. Individual Practices (UK) 
C. T. Bowring & Co., "The Times Advertising Awards - lst Prize" 
British Institute of Management, Annual Report, 1974,1975. 
British Oxygen Company, Annual Report 1973-74; Headway 8. 
"Cost of Survival"; "Making accounts more readable"; 
"Organising for-Co=unication" by A. Eden-Green. 
British Steel Corp. "Organising for Corporate Responsibility" 
byKen Jones. 
British Steel Corp., "The face of change; " recorded script of 
film produced by, Cyril Randell, Juneý1976. 
Catholic Institute for International Relations:. "Christians 
and Injustice! '; "Southern Africa and the Christian Conscience"; 
"Church and Politics"; "The Man in the Middle: Torture, 
Resettlement and Eviction"; "Comment"; and 1974 Annual Report. 
Central Electricity Generating Board,, "The environment, of 
nuclear stations in'England and'Wales" by Peter Williamson; 
"Electricity supply and the environment" by Arthur Hawkins; 
Annual Report and Accounts, 1974-75. 
Christian7Association of Business Executives, "A code of 
business ethics. " 
Christian Concern in South Africa, "Corporate Responsibility and 
the Institutional Investor"; "British companies in South Africa"; 
Annual Report 1973-74. 
Ciba-Geigy UK Ltd., "The corporate principles of Ciba-Geigy 
in the-UK", December 1973. 
Coalite-& Chemical, Products, Ltd. - see Social Audit, Autumn 1974. 
Confederation of British Industry: "Public and social affairs 
as an integral part of marketing"; "Employee participation"; 
"A new look at the responsibilities of. the British public 
company"; "The responsibilities of the British public company". 
Consolidated Gold Fields, "Conservation"; "African Mineworkers"; 
Annual Report and Chairman's Review, 1975. 
Co-op, "Centenary"; brochure on customer information. 
Counter-Information Services(CIS): "Courtaulds, Inside Out"; 
"The Recurrent Crisis of London"; "Unilever's World - Company 
Practices". 
Courtaulds, "Inside Out", CIS Anti-Report No. 10. 
Dickinson Robinson Group Ltd. (DRG)r "1974 Report to Employees"; 
Report and Accounts, 1974. 
3. 
2. ' SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY OF BUSINESS 
c. Individual Practices (UK) 
The Electricity Council, "Electricity supply in Great Britain"; 
Annual Report, 1974-75,75-76. 
EMI, "Money and people. " 
Esso, "Education for a changing culture. " 
Glaxo, "Organisation of the Glaxo Group of Companies, " 
May, 1975; "Glaxo News" - staff newspaper, 
Gulf Oil: UK Parliamentary Report "Statement on Industrial 
Democracy",, S August 1975. 
Hill Samuel & Co. Ltd., Newsletter, June 1975. 
Imperial Chemical, Indust. ries Ltd., 1974 Annual Report. 
John Lewis, "The John Lewis Partnership"; "About the John 
Lewis Partnership'_'; The Gazette. 
Lloyds, "Capitalism under attack" by Eric Faulkner; Lloyds 
Bank Review, April 1974, No. 112. 
London Transport, Annual Report 1974. 
Lucas Industries, Report for Employees, 1975. 
Marks & Spencer, "Is yours a good firm? " by Harry Shepherd; 
"Marks & Sp; --ncer's private welfare state" by. Sheila Black; St. Michael News, No. 1, Feb. 1975 (contains articles on 
cervical cancer detection, new pension scheme and employees' 
involvement in community. affairs). 
Metal Box Ltd., "Metal Box re-packages its operations" by 
Oates; "The annual report as a public record of economic 
achievement and. social commitment", by A. Page. 
ITational Coal Board, "Employee Participation"; "Coal and 
the Environment"; "Progress in Partnership: The_, Case of the 
Coal Industry"; and statistical tables. 
National Westminster Bank Ltd., "NatWest Bank revises guide 
for UK exporters", 3 June 1977; Quarterly Review, Feb. 1976, 
may 1976, August 1976; "Project Respond" - NatWest's award 
scheme for schools. 
Norcross, Ltd., "Financial & management Information, 1972; 
"The Specialists"1973 Supplement re: employees; "Hidden 
Assets" 1972 Supplement re: employees,. 
Plessey, "The impact of an international enterprise on 
society and the environment"; "Attitudes of Employees 
towards the Special Financial Report"; "Freedom, Profits, 
Incentives" by Sir J. Clark, 30 July 1976. 
4. 
-SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY OF BUSINESS 
c. Individual Practices (UK) 
Proctor & Gamble, "Good corporate citizenship in a host 
country", by WM. Gurganus; "Listening'to the consumer"; 
"Washing by machine"; "Wise washing of woolens". 
Rank Xerox, "Social Service Leave Programme"; "European 
Heritage" from Problems of Historic Towns; "Equal 
employment opportunities in Rank Xerox". 
Redland Purle, "Making the least of waste". 
Reed International Ltd. Annual Report, Year ended 31 March 1975. 
Rockware Group Ltd., 'Annual Report and Accounts, 1975. 
Scott Bader Co. Ltd., "Constitution"; "Firm commitment to 
the community"; 'Wkind of alchemy". 
Shell UK'Ltd., "Consumerism: Responding to the challenge. " 
South London Industrial Mission, "Corporate-Association. ". 
W. H. ' Smith, "W. H. Smith in'search of a new business morality". 
Standard Telephones &'Cables Ltd., "Local Community Relations, 
Programmes - Discussion Notes"; 11STC Social Responsibility 
Case History"; "Worldwide telecommunications and electronics". 
Sussex, University of, Science Policy Research Unit, Annual 
Report 1975 and Ten Year Review, 1966-76. 
Taylor Woodrow Group, "Code", 1974. 
Tesco, "The Story of Tesco". 
Trident, Annual Report, 1972; "Social Responsibility A 
New Dimension of Management", by John Hargreaves. 
Turner & Newall, Ltd., "Code of Business Practice"; "Code 
of Practice'on Health and safety". 
Unilever, "The social role of multinational enterprises"; 
"Unilever and world development"; "Unilever's role as a 
multi-national business"; "Unilever in today's society"; 
"Countering inflation"; CIS , "Unilever's World". 
United Biscuits (Holdings) Ltd., "An approach to human 
relations"; "Job security"; "Inflation, income and investment"; 
"United Biscuits: How We Did in 1974". 
Vauxhall, "Work for the disabled"; "Worker safety"; "Car 
manufacturer beats pollution, re-cycles oil, reduces costs"; "Industrial air and water pollution control systems"; "Keep 
it clean". 
2. SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY OF BUSINESS 
co Individual Practices (UK) 
Anglo-American Corporation of South Africa Ltd. Special 
Project Report service inception. May 27,1977. 
Avon Products Inc. (1) Statement of Corporate Responsibility, 
April 1973. - 9b (2) Corporate Responsibility Newsletter. - 5d 
(3) Corporate Responsibility; Today's challenges - 5f 
(4) Minority Purchasing Manual - l7b. 
"Award-winning accounts of Tarmac Ltd. " The Accountant, 
May 19,1977, pp. 579-580. 
"Award-winning accounts of Alginste" The Accountant, May 26, 
1977, pp. 611. 
BASF Aktiengesellschaft, "Net value Added and social accounting 
1975" reprint from "BASF inforr-mation - IMenschen, Arbeit, 
Gasciia. &': t 1975". 
British Steel Corporation (Industry) Ltd. Opportunities for 
Industrial Development in Britain. The Face of Change. 
Cameron, Sue, "Turning an organisation man into an entrepreneur". 
Campbell Soup Company: Corporate political contributions, 
Gifts to government officials and conflicts of interest; 
Employee Code of Business Conduct; Purchasing employee Code of 
Conduct and Principles of Operation. 
Clutterbuck, David, Associate Editor, ý "Guest Keen and 
Nettlefolds combats economic illiteracy",, International. 
Management, December 1977, pp. 16-19. 
. 4eap, Richard, 
"ARC in cormunity relation3: Another A 1 ction 
Resource Centre project". 
Heinz News, Employee Report 1976. 
Honeywell and the Corununity. 
Johnson Wax, "This ae balieve". S-xTup. ar,, oZ company's guiding 
principles. 
L'u-cas induztri-ýG -rata. (1) Li. tlzis j)-77 
(2) "lucas 19 77 ; haizmdn Ia. review for- shareholdars and employees. 
(3) Luca3 1976 Raport and Accounts. (4) Lucas 1976 Chairman's 
review for shareholders and employees., 
monsanto Company. (1) Guidelines for Employee Conduct - 9c. 
(2) 1976 Annual Report (devotes two pages to Social Pesponsibility 
and discusses topics such as community support and product 
safety) - 5f. Also includes interesting counter-propaganda on 
the recent banning of a newly develoPed container. The tone of 
the insert is unusually reasonable. 
National Westminster Bank Ltd. 1975 Annual Report and Accounts-, 
2. SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY OF BUSINESS 
ce Individual Practices (UK) 
Anglo-American Corporation of South Africa Ltd. Special 
Project Report service inception. May 27,1977., 
Avon Products Inc. (1) Statement of Corporate Responsibility, 
April 1973. - 9b (2) Corporate Responsibility Newsletter. 5d 
(3) Corporate Responsibility: Today's challenges - 5f 
(4) . 11inority Purchasing Manual - l7b. 
"Award-winning accounts of Tarmac Ltd. " The Accountant, 
May 19,1977, pp. 579-580. 
"Award-winning accounts of Alginste" The Accountant, May 26, 
1977,, pp. '011. 
BASF Aktiengesellschaft, "Net value added and social accounting 
1975" reprint from "BASF information - Menschen, Arbeit, 
Cascilaft 1975". 
British Steel Corporation (Industry) Ltd. Opportunities for 
Industrial Development in Britain. The Face of Change. 
Cameron, Sue, -'#Turning an organisation man into an entrepreneur". 
Campbell Soup Company: Corporate political contributions, 
Gifts to government officials and conflicts of interest; 
Employee Code of Business Conduct; Purchasing employee Code of 
Conduct and Principles of Operation. 
Clutterbuck, David, Associate Editor, "Guest Keen and 
Nettlefolds combats economic illiteracy",, International 
Management, December 1977, pp. 16-19. 
Hýaap, Richard, "ARC 'in community relationz: Ano'Cher Action 
Resource Centre project". 
Heinz News, Employee Report 1976. 
Foneyviall and the Community. 
Jolinzon Illax, "This ,. ie balieve". of company's guiU 3 ing 
principles. 
(1) Lrt. -cis 19777 r 
2) zucars 1977 for shareholdar 3 and employees. 
(3) Lucas 1976 Raport and A; Zcounts. (4) Lucas 1976 Chairman's 
review for shareholders and employees. 
Monsanto Company. (1) Guidelines for Employee Conduct - 9c. 
(2) 1976 Annual Report (devotes two pages to Social Responsibility 
and discusses topics such as community support and product 
safety) - 5f. Also includes interesting counter-propaganda on 
the recent banning of a newly developed container. The tone of 
the insert is unusually reasonable. 
National loest-iinster Bank Ltd. 1975 Annual Report and Accounts. 
2. SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY OF BUSINESS 6. 
C. -Individual Practices 
Rank, Xerox: "Rank Xerox in-South Africa -A Progress Report 
1977". 
Rank Xerox: "Xerox International-Review 1976" To all Xerox 
people. Includes "Rank Xerox (UK) Ltd., Report to Employees 
1976". 
Rank Xerox Limited, Directors' Report and Accounts. For the 
year ended 31 Oct. 1976. -,, 
Scott Bader Company Ltd., The Scott Bader Commonwealth-Ltd., 
"Constitution" Dec. tý75. 
Scote Bader Co=orrdealth, Speech by, George Goyder, C. B. E. 
"End of Economic Man 6/11/76" 
`, ime runs out for non-voters", Investors C. hronicle, June 24,1977 
pp. 1141. 
Tinsley, Noel, "Employee communication ... an ICI approach" 
Accountancy, Nov. 1977, pp. 60-62.. _1 
Unigate, "Company Profile Questionnaire" 
Westall, Ken, . "Shopfloor, shareholders: All 
friends, together" 
Bus. Admin. July/August 1977, pp. 17-18. 
1. Whitbread: and Company Ltd. -, Purpose. 
2. Whitbread and Company Ltd. -ýTraining Policy. 
Young,,. Stephen and Nail Hood, ", Multinational and -host govern- 
ments: Lessons from the case of Chrysler UK" Columbia Journal 
of World Business,,, Summer 1977, pp. 97-106. 
"The Ethical Code of the Institute of Purchasing and Supply" 
Purchasing and SH221Y, June 1977, pp. 8. 
----- 
SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY OF BUSINESS 
c. Individual Practices (US) 
Aetna Life'&, Casualýy, "Social Responsibility Report, " 
December 1974. 
Allied Chemical, "What has anybody got against profits? " 
AMAX, Alert (articles on mining); "Report on Tsumeb Corp'. 'j, 
Ltd. 
"American Airlines and social challenge, " September 1970. 
American Can Co., "Marketing and Respon4ibile Producerism, " 
Address by W. May, Chairman; 1974 Annual Report; "Man, 
environment,, and the planning society, " 1975; "The four 
corporate challenges-in the environmental age. " 
American Telephone and Telegraph Co., 1974 Annual Report, 
"Conduct of the' business, " pp. 27-30. I. 
Amoco, "All about us, " 1974. 
Anaconda, "Statement of Business Ethics. " 
Atlantic Richfield Company, 1974 Annual Report, pp. 22-24; 
"Participation - The Social Responsibility Report"; "How 
to put corporate responsibility into practice, " by Terry 
McAdam. 
Ball Corporation, "Volunteerism, " Special Issue, Ball Line, 
Nov.. 1974, Vol. 29, No. 4. 
BankAmerica Corporation, Annual Report, 1974; Bibliographies, 
Vols. III, IV; "The Community and the Bank, 1974-75; " Report 
on Social Performance, 1972-1973; "An analysis of strategic 
propositions on the June 9th Ballot, 1974' , 
"JI "The Community 
and the Bank: A Report on 1975 Social Policy Activities. " 
BankAimerica Corporation, "Putting my bank where my mouth is, " 
A Business and Society Review Profile. 
Bankers Trust Co.,, Contributions Policy of Bankers Trust Co. 
1. 
R. G. Barry Corporation, 1973 Annual Report, "Human Asset 
Accounting"; "Putting a value on human resources, " by M., 
Priedland. 
Bethlehem Steel, "A look at Bethlehem"; "People to people. " 
Burlington Northern Inc., Speech by the Chairman, Louis Menk 
on the companies activities, 1972. 
Caterpillar Tractor Co., "A code of worldwide business conduct. " 
Celanese, 1974 Annual Report, p. 16; "Corporate Responsibility 
Report, 197-5"; "Corporate Responsibility Report, 1976"; 
"Celanese Policy Guidelines for Business Conduct of non-US 
Subsidiaries. " 
2. 
SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY OF BUSINESS 
8. Individual Practices (US) - cont'd. 
Chase Manhattan Bank, "Corporate Responsibility*Strategy 
Guidance, " June 1975; "Toward an Urban Strategy: One Bank's 
Efforts in Urban Affairs, September 1973; "Highlights of 
Chase's Urban Affairs Programs, " April 1973. 
Chase Manhattan, "Outlook and 
, 
Review"; "The Era of Growing 
Business Accountability, " by David Rockefeller; Annual 
Report 1971,1973,1975; Annual Report - Corporate Responsi- 
bility, 1975. 
Chicago & Northwest Transportation Co., "PRIDE, " (Promote 
Involvement to Defend the Environment). - 
Chicago United, "Encouraging equal employment opportunity 
the construction industry. " 
Chrysler Corp., "Let's have clean air - but let's not throw 
money away! "; "Position Statement on the Health Effects of 
Automotive Emissions. " 
Ciba-Geigy Corporation, "Corporate Philosophy, " June 1973, 
New York. 
Citicorp, "Citi-corp and the Community - Report to our 
Neighbors, " 1974. 
Clorox Company, "Corporate Contributions Policy, " December 
1976. 
Continental Group, '--Contin'ental World, Spring 1976, New 
York; Continental World,. Surnmer/Fall 1976, New York. 
Commercial Credit Company, ''Social Responsibility Bulletin, 
1, (1), 1973; 1974 Annual Report, p. 15; "The $4 billion 
innovators in financial services. " 
ConEdison, "No man is, anisland. " Urban affairs programs. 
Continental'Bank,, "... because we live here. "' 1975. 
Continental Can Co., Matchinq Grants Progr 
Cummins Engine Co., Interoffice memo to all exempt personnel 
re Ethical Standards, from H. B. Schacht, President, June 22, 
1-976. 
Continental Oil Co. ', Essays on Conscience and Guide to Comý 
pliance with the Antitrust Laws, Stamford, Conn. 1976. 
Control Data Corp., "Individual in contemporary business as 
a consumer"; "Report on Social Responsibility, " 1975; Korea 
Report; "Your employees. " 
Corning Glass Works, "Corning Glass Works Foundation: A Report 
of Activities, 1975, " New York. 
3. 
2. SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY OF BUSINESS 
C. Individual Practices (US) - cont'd. 
Crown Zellerbach, "Moving up to where its happening. " 
Deere & Co. , "Report of the Annual Meeting of Stockholders, April 30,1974. " 
Dow'Chemical, "Technical Task Force Approach to Energy 
Conservation; " "Energy Conservation in Existing Plants; " 
"For tomorrow's water; " "Dow Process removes phosphates 
from wastewater; " "Dow cleans up pollution at no net 
Cost, " Business Week. 
Eastern Gas & Fuel Associates, ""Conscience', Court, and 
Corporation, " Speech by Eli Goldston, Chairman. 
"Thoughts on Corporate Accountability; " Annual Reports 
1972,1974; "Corporate double agent, " by Eli Goldston; 
"Toward social accounting, " 1972,1973. 
Eastman Kodak Co., "Want to be relevant? Go into business; " 
. "When business gets involved. " 
Equitable Life"Assurance Society of the US, "How to put 
corporate responsibility into practice, " by T. McAdam; 
"'Corporate social responsibility: Where do we go from 
here? " by J. H. Smith, December 4,1971. 
Esso Petroleum Co., ", The changing r ole of business. " 
Exxon, "Join the ranks of the VIPs; ", "Equal Employment 
Opportunity; " "Exxon and Angola; " The Lam , Summer 1975; "Social. Responsibility; " "Environmental Conservation. " 
Exxon, "Multinational Enterprise. " Anthology of Exxon 
managers' viewpoints on issues involving multinational 
corporations. 
Exxon, Exxon's Involvement Fund. 
First Chicago Corporation, First Chicago_W6rld Report, 
May-1976. Includes articles on Public Policy- 
First National Bank of Minneapolis, Annual Reports 1974 
1975; "The Social Audit: lst National Bank's Experience; " 
"Social Environmental Audit, 1971-74. " 
First National City Bank, "Borrowing Basics for Women; " 
Memo from R. L. Brannon, "Position in global economy. ` 
First Pennsylvania Bank, "Centre Square Institute; " Annual 
Reports 1972,1974; Enterprise (employee magazine), Nov-Dec 
1971; "From Adam Smith to Phase III, " by J. R. Bunting. 
4. 
2. SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY OF BUSINESS 
c. Individual Practices (US) - cont'd. 
Ford, "Ford and Public Concerns; " "The Clean Air Quest; " 
Annual Report, 1975; "A Special Information Report to 
Stockholders, " 1973. 
H. B. Fuller, "Report on Community Affairs, 1975. " 
General Electric, "General Electric's RESD: Involvement 
with Youth"; "How GE measures managers in fair employment, " 
by Purcell; "The GE Company and the School District of 
Philadelphia, July 1974"; "The role of business in education: 
A view from industry"; "Actions to improve career opportunities 
for minorities and women"; "The MIDC Story - Nation's first 
minority industrial complex"; "How our values are changing, " 
by Ian Wilson; "The social relevance of business, " by Virgil 
Day; "Women and Business: Agenda for the Seventies"; "Our 
future business environment"; "The corporation and social 
trends, " by Hershner Cross. 
General Foods, "Mission, Creed and Basic Policies"; 
"Commitment, " GF News, Special Issue, 1970; "General 
Foods and the Consumer"; "GF - and the Environment"; "Equal 
Opportunity and General Foods. " 
General Motorst "Report on Progress in Areas of Public 
Concern, " 1972,1973; "Reports on Programs of Public Interest, " 
1974,1975. 
Georgia Pacific, 1975 Annual Report, - "A story of human enter- 
prise and dynamic conservation; " "Progress in matters of public 
concern, " 1974; "To grow a tree. " 
Giant Food Inc., "Consumerism as a retailer's asset. " 
B. F. Goodrich, Annual Report 1974. 
Grand Union Company, "Corporate Responsibility Report. " 
Hewlett-Packard, Annual Reports, 1974,1975; "Measure, 
for men and women at H. P., ', ' Aug/Sept 1973; "Statement 
of Corporate Objectives. " 
IBM, EOP: Employees Awareness, 1975; "Ideas for improvement"; 
"IBM & Corporate Responsibilities, " 1972; Remarks by T. V. 
Learson, President; Annual Report, 1971,1974; "Social 
Dividend. " 
International Harvester, "Summary of Annual Meeting of 
Stockholders and Second Quarterly Report, 1974"; 
"Reaffirmation of Policy for the Conduct of Business. " 
International Paper Co., "Perspective, " nos. 1-3,5,8. 
S. 
SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY OF BUSINESS 
cý Individual Practices (US)-- cont'd. 
ITT, I"Serving people, 1ý1973; "A c6de for multinationals"; 
1973 Annual Report. 
John Deere & Co. "To John Deere Employees from Wm. A. Hewitt, 
Chairman and CEO", guidelines for 
, 
behaviour vis-a-vis customers, 
dealers, employees, suppliers, etc. 
Johnson & Johnson, "Twenty-five steps to greater social 
responsibility. " 
Kimberly-Clark Corporation, Annual Report 1975. 
Kroger Co., "Corporate Responsibility, " 1973. 
Levi Strauss & Co., Community Affairs Bulletin, 1972; 
"1974 Highlights of Community Affairs Programs"; "Levi 
is people. " 
Lockheed, "Majo-r Lockheed activities to aid in the solution 
of pressing public problems. " 
McDonald Douglas, "Employee Assistance Program; " "In which 
we serve... to 
Merckp""Social-Responsibility, " The'Merck Review. 
Metropolitan Life, "Equal Employment Opportunity"; "A need... 
A response... "; Metropolitan, July-August 1972. 
J. P. Morgan & Co.,, Inc., 'Annual Reports, 
_1972,1973. 
Mobil Oil CorP'., "Mobil and Society -ý- Moving in the Right 
Direction"; "Mobil in South Africa"; Mobil World, "The 
corporation and society. " 
Morgan Guaranty Trust Company, "Contributions in 1974. " 
New York State Bankers Association, "Survey of Social 
Responsibility. " 
Norton, Response, March 1975. 
PanAm, "Letter from the Chairman to our frequent, travelers. " 
Informing customers of the reasons behind increased air 
fares. 
Peoples Gas, Light & Coke Co., "About black Americans"; 
Social Responsibility - collection of current advertising; 
"May we join you? " Summary of Natural Gas Pipeline Co. 's 
plans in North Dakota; "We're all in this together. " 
Pfizer, Inc., "Pfizer in South Africa. " 
6. 
SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY OF BUSINESS 
c. Individual Practices (US) - Cont'd. 
Phillips Petroleum Co., "The human potential. " * 11 
Provident Mutual, "A profile of social response"; "A 
look at social response. " 
Prudential, "Managing social responsiveness, " speech by 
Donald S. MacNaughton; Responsibility -A Progress Report, 1972; Responsibility; List of Activities - 1974; 1974 
Annual Report; "Social Report, " 1976. 
Puget Sound Power. & Light Co., "Ten-Year. - Statistical, Record, 1963-73"; "Corporate Goals. " - 
Quaker Oats Co., "Social Progress Report - 1974-75"; 
"Social Progress Plan for Fiscal 1973. " 
Reynolds Aluminum, "Everything you always wanted to know 
about garbage'.!; "Recycling pays"; "The home that recycling 
built"; Annual Report 1974.1 
Ralston Purina, Annual Report 1974. 
Rockwell Int., "Internal Audit, " by Bruce Kaller. 
RCA, "Doing business with RCA. 'ý "Marketing Manners Matter: 
How RCA Faces Changing Values'; nd New Social Trends, " 
Workshop Conference sponsored by the British Market Research 
Society and The American Marketing Association, Oxford, 
England, June 7,1974. 
Rohm & Haas, "We're doing something about it at Rohm and Haas" 
(Education, employment, community, environment); "A Rohm and 
Hass Company Statement. " 
Rohm*& Haas, "For easier breathing... ",, June 1971. 
Russell Sage Foundation, Annual Report 1971-72. 
Safeway Stores, Annual Report, 1974; speech by William 
Michell; Safeway News; "Ecology, pollution, and 
environment"; "Reviving a dying Negro Super"; "There is 
opportunity for women at Safeway"; "Sharing our bread 
basket with the world, " by L. N. Hoops; "You have to mean 
what you say about autonomy, " by Wm. Mitchell; "The Affirma- 
tive Action Program - An Update. " 
Saga Corporation, "Codes of Conduct"; "To be perfectly frank 
means a better organization"; "Is it not an impossible dream? "; 
"The O. D. Trilogy in Saga. " 
7. 
2. SOCIAL RESPO. NSIBILITY OF BUSINESS 
Individual Practices (US) - cont'd. 
Schering-Plough, "A report on Equal Opportunity Programs- 
at Schering-Plough. " 
Scovill, 1974 Annual-Report. 
Sears, Roebuck and Co., "Sears Civic Affairs Program"; 
Sears-Roebuck Foundation, Annual Report 1974. 
Shell, 1975 Annual Report and Statistical Supplement. 
Smith Kline and French Laboratories, "Corporate Responsibility. " 
Standard Oil Company (Indiana), "How to put corporate respon- 
sibility into practice, " by T. McAdam; Response 176. 
Texaco Inc., Environmental Information; "Protecting the 
environment. " 
Travelers, "The Travelers Responds: A Progress Report on 
Social Action. " 
Union Carbide, Profile-Special Report: Social Progress, 1974, 
Backgrounders: EEO, Energy, Environment; "The International 
Responsibilities of a Multinational Corporation, " Feb. 1976. 
United States Steel, Response to Social and Urban Problems, 
August 1974. 
Wells Fargo, Annual Report 1974; Commitments to the Community, 
1975; "A happy customer"; "Social facets of the decision 
prism" speech by Richard P. Cooley, President and CEO; 
"Wells Fargo Corporate Responsibility Committee. " 
Western Electric, Ed 
Social Responsibilit 
Proqrams; 1974 Annua 
icAtional Activities Report, -Corporate 
, and Western Electric : Some Typical 
Wheelabrator-Frye Inc., "Cleaning Coal and Cutting Waste, " 
1974. 
Xerox, "Affirmative Action Managemen It Guide"; "A Xerox Report 
on EEO"; "An Understanding"; "The Ethics of Selling: A State- 
. ment of 
Corporate Policy"; "The Antitrust Laws: A Statement of 
Corporate Policy"; "Proprietary Information and Conflict of 
Interest Agreement"; "Social Service Leave Program. " 
2. SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY OF BUSIOESS 
C. Individual Practices (uS) - cont'd. 
8. 
Abt Associates, "Annual'Report and Social Audit, 1972 -' 
Annual R- US; Annual Report and Social Audit, 1974 Annual 
R- US. 
Abbott Laboratories', "Commitment to a better environment,, 
1975 - 13. "Commitment to a better environmentr 1974. 
Abbott Laboratories, (1) Commitment to a better environment. 
Published quarterly for shareholders, physicians legislators 
and other influential people. , inter, Fall, Summer, Spring 
1977 issue3. (2) "An aasessment of the social performance of 
Abbott Laboratories". (3) 1976 Annual Report. Spring 1977 
issue of Commitrzient forms part of the A! fnual Report. 
Allied Chemical: "Effective community relations", Commun ity 
Relations Sbrvice5. 
'ranuary 1976. A. m. er-1can Can Company, "Con-Flicl-ts of intarest", 
'Memorandum to management from Wn, . F. may, CEO, explaining 
the implementation of a new annpal procedure for all exempt 
salaried personnel to complete conflict of interest declara-%ions. 
Nrmco Steel Corporation. July 9,1976*Report to shareholders i- 
on discovery by the company of improper and questionable 
practices. The practices spelled out in the report to share- 
holders, a copy sent to SEC and IRS. Includes statement of 
corporate policy on improper business payments. 
'%T&T: Conflict of Interest Questionnaire; and Conduct of ,r 
Business Relationships policy. 
. Educational 'Iatf--hing Gift Program. '%T, 
Atlantic Richfield Company, Participation II, June 1977. 
Includes critical appraisal of ARCO's social performance. 
Atlantic Richfield Company (ARCO), "Corporate Social Concern 
-ra-'Ishaw. Priorities" by T. F. ý- *-'-3asurarnnents & "Participation'll 
0 4- udes social responsibility audit by iMilton Moskowitz)". ., Icl "T "Alaska 
. Ahe Tricentennial 
Report - Letters from America". 
oil and the environmant". "Wildlife of the 'North Slope -A five 
"Wildl, * *4: "he. North& Sla*q -71-ý ,,, ear stlIdy, 
Day 
'"he seventh year of study". "Our environment". "Cherry Point 
RaUnary". "Guidelines to a National Energy Policy". "Our 
cities - Hope for the future". "Conservation - Bridging-the 
energy gap". "Divestiture - Non-Answer to a real crisis". 
"Public Transportation - Getting things moving". "Double 
Ascension (ARCO's sponsorship of Bayer sculpture)" 
Bank America Corporation, Voluntary Disclo5ure Code, Nov. 1976. 
"ank of rumerica Foundation: Fund for Volunteer Service. 
Plan 1. Individual employee as an active volunteer. 
SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY OF BUSINESS 
C. Individual Practices (US) - cont'd. 
9. 
Bank America Corporation, "Voluntary disclosure; Someone has 
to jump into the icy water first" by A. W. Clausen". 
"BA Voluntary Disclosure 
- 
Code, November 1976%, "BA Foundation 
Annual Report 1976". 11communit., and the Bank, 197710. 
". Uibliography of Corporate Social Responsibility". "Programs 
and Policies, 1977, Vol. 6". "Bank America Annual Report 1976". 
Brennan, Donald, ", MBO in Public Affairs", Across the Board, 
June 1977, pp. 40-44. 
Conoco, "The re3=nslibility of enargy towards the Environment", 
by Peter F. Chapinan of the Energy Research Group, Open University, 
presented at the Royal Society's Wellcome Hall, May 3,1977. 
CPC International Inc. Annual Report 1976. 
industries, "In cooperation,, with the Center for 
-, 
t he Study 
of Private Enterprise, Universitc., of Southern California: 
An action program. Describes a 4-stage prograntme of political 
action, shareholder communication and private enterprise 
propaganda directed at employees. Visual aids included. 
Carborundum. Company, (1) 1976 Annual Report. (2) Speech by 
W. H. Wendel, President, "Ethics - The Many Shades of Gray". 
(3) Plan for business assistance to local and state govtIs. 
(4) "How to save a city". (5) Wendel, W. H. "Private and 
public partnership: The desperate case off Niagara Falls", 
Harvard Business Review, Nov-Dec. 1977. (6) ib.. H. Wendel's 
award of Excellence in Management by Industry Week. 
(7) Presentation by C. Gray, V. P., on some of the company's 
progress in the area of social responsibility. 
Cat, Brpillar Tractor Conpany. (1) I, -! orldvide Business Conduct - 
perhaps the principal issue before the international business 
corr. munity in 1976. (2) Your Global Paycheck. Explains the 
contribution overseas subsidiaries make to the prosperity of 
the US parent company and the countries within .., hich the 
subsidiaries are located as wall as the US economy as a whole. 
code of Iv;! Drid-aida Business Conduct. 
Chase Manhattan: Internal Reading List on Corporate 
Responsibility and Social Accountinqý -July 1977-. 
(11 Corp,. )ratu L A. ... 'anA. actan Lan I ResPons"biiity Strategy Juns 1973. (2) Code o. -- -, --hical Standards, Feb. 1977. (3) Cororate Responsibility t'. nnual Report 1975 and 1976. 
Ch4cago United: A consortium 
, 
of leading block, white, and Latino 
business executives and professional people dedicated to improving 
The Chicago Metropolitan Area. 
See also: 2A/6b. "Business in Urban Society" Report of a 
ser. inar sponsored by CU and The Illinois Humanities Council, 
July 1,1975, Illinois. 
SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY OF BUSINESS 
co Individual Practices (US) - cont'd. 
10. 
Citicorp: "Citicorp and the Community"- Report to our, Neighbors 
1975; "Citicorp and the Community"- Report to our Neighbors 1976. 
Citicorp and, the Community. Report to our Neighbors 1976. 
The Coca-Cola Company. Non-disclosure Agreement (covering 
inventions, discoveries and confidential matter) 
Continental: 'Z>ank: because we live here. " April 1977. 
Da,, ton Hudson Corporation: "Cont-r. 1butions for community 
improvement in 1975" Minneapolis, Minn. "Community Giving 
for 1976" 
Dow Cornin; 4 Corporation, "A Code of Business Conduct", Hidland, 
Michigan, 1976. 
Dun & Bradstreet Companies Inc. "Dun a Bradstreet Compantes 
Personnel Prin, -iples. " 
Eastman Kodak Inc. "When business gets involved... ", A Kodak 
Report. 
Environment & Technology Assessments, Inc. "Environmental 
Impact Assessment: A procedure", Washington D. C., March, 1973. 
Exxon: ', 'The other dimension of business -A Report on Exxon's 
participation in Areas of public interest. " 
Exxon Education Foundation. "Funds for pilot projects and 
research on the Economics and Financing of higher ed. ucation. " 
"A framework for management involvement" JC Penney Managerment 
Report, October 1977, Vol. 4, No. 9. A review of Company 
activities and policies in the area of community relations. 
General Foods Corporation: "Contributions and Memberships. 
Policies and Procedures. " 
General Motors Corporation: (1) "Basic operating principla: 3 
of GM. " (2) 1976 General Motors Public Interest Report. " 
(3) "Irtemarks by Thomas A. Murphy at the It-lorality in Media 
In nmýý r, IN ov a7 11 977 (4) ", Zemart: z by T. 1%. J*L*'U--',! )', 1ý- VZ 
ti, i- '11.2,1977. (5) 
of . 1-lichigan Annual B-u3in3-ss Leadership Lc! c: tur, 3 by T. A. 1`11,, irphyj Fbbruary, 1976. Topic of governn-ent-6usiness relations. 
(6) Miscellaneous news releases and talks. 
Hewlett-Packard: "The 11P Iday... " A report designed to help 
communicate a better understanding of the working philosophy 
of Hewlett-Packard Company. 
IBI: "Administration of a contributions program. '' 
"Corporate Responsibility and IMM" 1977. 
SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY OF BUSINESS 
C. Individual Practices (US) - cont'd. 
"IBA's policy on seconchnent. " Text of-talk given at ARC 
by Ann Skey. Oct. 18,1976. ', 
ii. 
International Paper Company, "The responsible use of power", 
presented by J. Stanford Smith to the National Conference on 
Regulatory Reforni, Washington, D. C. May26,1976. 
International Paper company, "Customers and suppliers in a 
service-to-peoplý economy. " presented by J. Stanford Smith 
to the Purchasing Management Association of Chicago. 
Chicago, Illinois, S2pt. 9,1976. 
International Paper Company, "Managing Frublic issues by 
objectives, " presented-ýy D. B. Brennan, Executive Vice 
President - Human Resources and External Affairs -. to the 
Conference Board, Feb. 10,1977. 
J. C. Panney Company, "Buslina3s : 1, Society Review's Corparzate 
Responsibility Awards for 1974. J. C. Penney award for their 
Consumer Protection Programs. 
J. C. Penney Company Inc. "1975 Annual Report".. -"1976 Annual 
Report" Include statements on Corporate Responsibility. 
J. C. Penney Company., "Associate on-loan assignnen1k: s procedures. " 
J. C. Penney Company. urban Affairs. "Outlines the Company's 
policies in, areas of community and social affairs. " 
Kimberly-, Clark Corporation, 1976 Annual Report. Pages 86-90 
deal with topics such as human resources, educational 
opportunities for employees, equal employment opportunityl 
laýour relations, energy supply and conzervation.... 
Leopold, Luns B. et al. "A procedure for evaluating environ- 
mental impact". Geological Survey Circular 645, ;,, ashington 1971. 
Levils: Social Responsibility. 
Lavi's: "Social Responsibility"1967-1977. An Overview by 
Miltbn Moskowitz. 
-Icj "Orporat ton. Aimnual 7ý:: tr,; rtz 1': 17, --' , _31) 
75, . ! 17, 1-24ott-, ce- oA: Annual Scockholders -Ileeting includes stockholder 
rezolut. Jion calLing for an investigattion 
into, the Company's 
activities in South Africa. " 
Owens-Illinois, (1) "Public affairs guidelines for local 
managers and supervisers. " (2) "Business philosophy. '' 
Pan Am, A Report to Pan Ara employees from 'Williart T. S6awell, 
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer. "'rho next fifty years. " 
2. SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY OF BUSINESS 
C. Individual Practices (US) - cont'd. 
Philips, "Points of departure for external relations in 
Philips. " Sth draft. 7.3.77. 
12. 
Quaker oats, "Quaker avoids TV violence. Bus. Administration, 
July/Aug. 1977, pp. 9. 
Reuter, Carol J., "Bibliography of reference resources for 
the Contributions Administrator, " Corporate Contributions, 
New York Life Insu-rance Company, May 1976. 
Rowe, 'Nigel, "Ho*vi ITT solved its own corporate co=unlcationa 
riddle, " reprint from Advertising and Marketing, Aut=n 1975. 
Shell: Inforrical sumrrtaiýy - Shell Companies Founda-It. -ion inc. 
What is the Foundation? Why a Foundation? What does the 
Foundation do? Revised August 1977. 
'- the main for giving 1977. An account o. Shall: Pattern A 
areas of philanthropic activities of the Shell Companies 
Foundation Inc. 1953-1977; and an annual report for 1976. 
Simmons, W. W. "Exploratory Planning: Briefs of Practices" 
The Planning Executives destitute, 5500 College Corner Pike, 
Oxford, Ohio, 1977. 
Sturdivant, Frederick D. and James L. Ginter, "Corporate 
social responsiveness: Management attitudes and economic 
performance", California Mana2ement Review, Spring 1977, 
Vol. XIX, No. 3, pp. 30-39. Includes an evaluation of 
67 corporations. 
Weaver, K. Mark and Richard I. Hartman, "When a corporation 
starts talking" Personnel Administrator, Sept. 1976, pp. 19-23. 
Swinar prograýme between Caterpillar Tractor Company and 
Bradley University increases mutual understanding. 
Wilsont Ian H., General Electric Company, "Issues on The 
Horizon, " paper prepared for 25th Public R31akt-ians Saminar. 
G. L. Is Bu: 3. Ln--s3 1, nviroxurant Studies Component. 
Wils6n-Smith, Peter, "How Chloride electrified Whitehall. " 
investcrs Chronicle, A, -Icj. 12f 
1977, pp. 533. r. ax am 31a 
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3. Social Accounting 
3. a. State of the Art. 
Accounting Organizations and Society Vol. 1 No. l. 1976. 
An international journal devoted to the be ioural., 
organizational & social aspects of accounting. 
Alexander , M. O. " 117hy corporate social accounting ? Business Quarterly . Winter 1974.39 (4) 31-39. * 
Anderson , Robert H. Social responsibility accounting What to measure and how ". Cost & Mangt. Sept. 1976. 
50 (5) P. 34 - 38. * 
The API Newsletter A publication of the National Assoc. 
of Accountants for the Public Interest. 
AICPA , American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, 
Social Measurement, Points of View, NeW York. 1972., 
Barnett , Andrew H and James Caldwell " Accounting for 
corporate social performance :A Survey " Management 
Accounting (N. kX) nov. 1974.56 , 23-26. * 
Bauer , Raymond " Future Reasearch on Social Accounting 
and Related Problems " Battelle Conference on Corporate 
Social Accounts 1972. ( Revised April 1973 
Beresford , D. How Companies are-reporting Social Performance " Management Accounting , Aug. 1974. 
Brandon , Charles H and Joseph P. Matoney " Social respon- 
sibility financial statement ". Management Accountin (NAA) 
Nov. 1975.57 (5) 31-34 
Chastain C. E. " Corporate Accounting for Environmental infor- 
mation "- Financial Executive . May 1975 . 43 (5) 45-48,50 
Churchill , Neil C. " Towards a theory for social accounting" 
Sloan Managenent Rev. Spring 1974. 
Cook , James S. Lewis F. Davidson and Charles H. Smith. " Social costs and private accounting ". Abacus Dec. 1974 
10 (2) 87-99. * 
S. Kerry Cooper and Mitchell H. Raiborn Accounting for 
Corporate Social responsibility MSU Business Topic 
Spring 1974.22 (2) 19-26. 
Henry , David " Social indicators and technology assess-i-. 1ent 
Futures , April 1973 .5 (2) 236-244. 
Little , D. L'. "-Social indicators and social policy some 
unanswered questions ". Futu Feb 1975 , 41-51 
Dittenhofer , M. A. 
(CIA The New AudJt standards and 
International Auditing The International Auditor . Jan - 
Feb 1974. 
Elias , Nabil and Marc Epstein " Dimensions of corporate 
social reporting " Management Accounting (N. AA ) 1975 I-Tarch 
56 (9) 36-40 * 
1. 
Estes , Ralph Standards for corporate social reporting 
3a. State of the Art 
Glautier , M. W. E. Is Social Responsibility Accounting 
Responsibility ? The Accountinq 'Rev. Vol. XXVI, no. 4 
Dec. 1975 .2 copies. 
Holsendolph , Ernest. " Spreading the word about good 
works ". The New York Times , Sunday 8 April 1973. 
Kastenholz , Francis E. An accountant's view of corporate. 
responsibility ". Financial Executive . April 1974 . 42 (4) 68- 76. * 
Linowes , David F. " The Accounting Profession and Social 
Progress ". The Journal of Accountancy July 1973., 
Linowes , David F. " An approach to Socio-Economic Account- ing ". The Conference Board Record . Nov. 1972. 
Lowes , B. and Sparkes , J. R. Social Responsibility Accounting ". Journal of Business Policy , 1973.2 copies. 
Mead , Margaret Social accounting and, the American dream 
Bus & Society Rev Fall 1976 (19) 5-9 * 
Novick, David " Cost / Benefit Analysis and Social Respon- 
sibility ". Business Horizons. Oct. 1973. p. 63-72. 
Parker , L. D. " Social Accounting - don't wait for it Accountant's flag. Feb 1976.80 836 50-52. 
Ramanathan , Kavasseri V. " Toward a theory of corporate 
social accounting. ". The Accounting Rev. July 1976.51,3, 
516 - 528 
The Accounting Review, Supplement to Vol XLX, 1975. contents: 
1. Recent efforts in social accounting.. 
2. Accounting for social responsibility. 
3.5 corporate exanples. a. Bank, b. Service Co., c. Metro Co 
d. Major chemical co. , e. Consumer corp. 
Schaeffer , Dirk. " Time to Tot up a Social Audit 
? 
Vision . Feb 1975. 
Shulman , James S and Gale Jeffrey. 
" Laying the Ground- 
work for social Accounting Financial Executive . Mar. 
1974. 
Thomas , Arthur C. 
" Evaluating the effectiveness of social 
programs ". Journal of Accountancy . June 1976.141,6 , 
65-71 
Tipgos, Manuel A. " Reporting corporate performance in the 
social sphere ". ManSIt. Accounting . Aug. 1976 . 15-18 . 
2. 
Van den Bergh, Richard " Time to speed corporate social 
accounting ". Accountancy . April 1976.87 
(992) 50-52. 
3. Social Accountinq 
3. b. Practices 
Abt Associates , 1972 Annual Report and Social-Audit Cambridge , Mass. 
Abt Associates, Inc. Annual Report and Social Audit 1974 
Aetna, Social Responsibility Report, 1974. 
Bank of America Report on Social Performance 1972, 
1973 from Annual Report )? 
Bank of America , The Community and the Bank, San Fran- 
cisco , California : Bank of America 1974,1975. 
Bank America Corp. 11 Report on Social Performance 
Annual Report, 1974 p. 41-45. Includes ! -. Social Policy Committee , 2. Loans, 3. Consumer Issues Research Group. 
4. Rebuilding California Cities. 
5. Urban Affairs 6, Affirmative Action 
7. Investments 8. Contributions & Grants 
9. Paper Recycling 
Butcher , Bernard; " The program &I lanagement Approach to the Corporate Social Audit ". Nations Business July 1972. 
p. 54-56. 
Cauthorn , L. Terry. " Federal Insurance Company of America 
Boston , Mass. Harvard Schl. 1973. 
Chambers , Peter Singer Audits its social Performance 
International Management , Sept. 1974. 
" Coalite and Chemical Products Ltd. " Social Audit Vol2, no. 2 
Autumn 1974. 
Co=ercial Credit Co. " Social Responsibility Bulletin 
Vol. 1 no. l. 
Continental Bank ..... because we live here . Chicago 1975.40 pages. 'fn-cludes : 1. Educational participation 
2. Consumer services / Financial guidance 
3. Employment Opportunities. 
4. Minority enterprise, etc. 
Dilley, Steven The impact and impoltance of Social Audits" 
The Internal Auditor . Sept. - Oct. 1975. 
Eastern Gas and Fuel Associates ." Toward Social Accoun- 
ting ". 4. p. pamphlet, reports: l. 'Industrial safety-. --- 
2. Minority Employment . 3. Charitable giving. Boston , Mass. : EGFA 1973. 
First National Bank of Minneapolis . Social Environmental Audit : 1971,1972 . Internal Social-Environmental Audit : 1973 , 1974 and letter. 
First Pennsylvania Corporation " Social Planning -A Year of 
Transition Annual Report 1974 p 26-27 
1. 
General Motors. 1974 and 1975 General Motors Reports on 
3b. Practices 
Hetland , James L. Jr. " The Social Audit - First National Bank's Ex*peri. ence 11.1974 Public Affairs 
Conference 
ICI - Imperial Chemical Industries Ltd. 1974 Annual 
Report 'r Territorial Analysis p. 197. -w-Health 
Safety and the Environment 
Institute of Life Insurance News release on company pract- 
ices, for Clearinghouse on Corporate Social Responsibility. 
Kaller, Bruce " Internal Audit :A Turnaround Situation 
The Internal Auditor . March - April 1975. 
Malin, Maureen ." National Bank and Trust Company " Boston Mass. Harvard Business Schl. 1972. under supervision of 
Raymond Bauer. 
Mobil Oil Corp. " Moving in the Right Direction New 
York : Mobil Oil Corp. 
Purcell, Theodore V., " How GE Measures Managers in Fair 
Employment '. ' Harvard Business Rev. 
- 
Nov-Dec. 1974. 
Quaker Oats. Co. Social Progress Repo 1974-75. 
Nov. 15.1974. 
Ralston Purina Energy : Our New Environmental 
Challenge " Ralston Purina Magazine , 1974 p. 18-21 
Ralston Purina Co. " Corporate Social Responsibility ,a 
Followup Report 1974. Ralston Purina Magazine 
Reynolds Metals , Reynolds Aluminum and the Peoplewho make it 1974. Companion to annual report. Includes 
1. Essential Metal - Energy saver 
2. Energy - saving Building Products. 
3. The Ideal Package 4. Recycle cans 
5. Environmental Programs 6. As Employer and Citizen 
7. International Operations. 
Schaeffer , Dirk Time to Tot up a Social Audit ? 
Vision . Feb 1975 
Audits conducted by Singer in France and STEAG in Germany. 
Union Carbide , Backgrounder , Employee-Community 
Commu- 
nications, Union Carbide: 1. ... about our stake in the 
energy crisis. 2. Environmental update. 
3. Equal employment Opportunity . 
Union Carbide Profile , Special Report: 
Social Pro- 
gress " 1974. 
Wells Farg ." Commitments to the Community 
". Wells Fargo 
Bank Annual Report . 1974. p. 14-15. 
Wells Fargo's Commitments to the Community : Statistical 
Factbook , June 30 , 
1975. : 1. Affirmative Action Program 
2. Special Lending Activities 
3. Educational Gift Matching Program 
3b. Practices 3. 
BASF Aktiengesellschaft: "Net value added and'social 
accounting 1975" reprint from "BASF information - Menschen, 
Arbeit, Geschaft 1975. " 
Bayer, Ag. "The Social Report", Anbar precis, 1977. 
I 
3. Social Accountin2 
3.. c. Z-1odels / Frameworks 
Abt Associates Inc. Social Audit Cambridge Mýss. . 1970 Unpublished paper. S-tated purpose training in the 
application of social audit methods to social investment 
planning, budgeting, and evaluation. 
The Accounting Review , Supplement to Vol. XLX , 1975. Includes :5 corporate examples. 
Cooper , W,. W. & Yuji Ijiri " From Accounting to accounta- bility , steps to a corporate social report. " Feb 1976. 
Paper presented at Univ. of Illinois in the Arthur Young 
Professor's Roundtable. 
" The Corporate Social Report . The Development of a Standardised Formulation of the Corporate Social Report 
Battelle - Institut E. V. Frankfurt, Applied Social & Behaviour 
Sciences Div. April 1976. 
Accounting Standards Steering Committee, " The Corporate 
Report ". London 1975. 
Gambling, Trevor ."A definition of the Accounting Content 
of Social Accounting ". Univ. of Birmingham. 
Grojer, Jan- Erik and Stark-Frosslund, Agneta " Social 
Accounting - Project Plan ". Univ. of Stockholm: Dept. of 
Business Administration. Unpublished paper. Being imple- 
mented , starting 9/75. 
Kaller, Bruce E. " Internal Audit :A Turnaround Situation 
The Internal Auditor . Mar - April 1975. 
Kastenholz, Francis E. 11 An Accountant's View of Corporate 
Responsibility ". Financial Executive , April, 1974. 
Lessem , Ronnie " Accounting for an-Enterprise's Wellbeing 
Omega, The International Journal of Management Science Vol. 2 
no. l. 1974. 
Mascarenhas , R. C . 11 A Systems View of the Measurement of the Performance of Public Enterprises in India`. Policy, 
Sciences , 5,1974. 
Parket , I. Robert and Eilbirt , Henry " Social Responsibility: The Underlying Factors ". Business Horizons Aug. 1975. 
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Elements, No. 5,1972. All about salt. House journal of 
Dow Chemical Europe. 
"Expenditures and costs in, advertising, " Road Maps of 
Industry, No. 1796, December 1976,, Conference Board, N. Y. 
Exxon Corporation,, "Multinational Enterprise. " 
Finniston, Sir Montague, "Information, communication and 
management, " Aslib Proceedings, 1975 August, ? 7, (8), 
346-361. 
First Chicago World Report. Public policy issue. May 1976. 
Gellerman, Saul, "Getting the message across, " Management 
Today, 1974, March, 78-81. 
General Foods, "GF and the environment, " White Plains, N. Y. 
Golden, L. L., "Corporations cannot continue-to be faceless, " 
Harvard Business Review, 1975 Sept/Oct, 53 (5), 6-8. 
Greyser, Stephen A. and Reece, Bonnie B., "Businessmen 
look hard at advertising, " Harvard Businesss Review, May- 
June, 19711. 
Hargreaves, John, "Six keys to good communication, " Interna- 
tional Management, 1976, November, 31 (12), 54-56. 
Hodges, Lucy and Medawar, Charles, "'Advertising: the art of 
the permissible, " Social Audit. 
Holmes, Sandra L., "Executives should be seen and heard, " 
Business Horizons, 1977 April, 20 (2), 5-8. 
Kotler, Philip et al, "It's time to cut down on advertising 
waste, " Business and Society Review/Innovation. 
Kam, Wai P., "Enhancing the reliability and credibility of 
ex1--ernal corporate financial reporting, " Cost and Management, 
1976 May/June, 50 (3), 18-22. 
Oates, David, "Connecticut Mutual drafts a new communication 
policy, " international Manýý ýement, 1975j, Sept., 30(9) 23-26. 
Mace, Myles L. (ed. ) "From the boardroom., Current useful, 
constructive and pertinent thoughts to serve'the interests- 
Of both management and directors, " Harvard Business Review, 
1975, Sept/Oct, 53 (5), 18-20. 
3. 
5b. - External Communciation/Media 
McGrath, Phyllis S. (editor), "Business credibility., The 
critical factors, " Division of Management Research, The 
Conference Board, Report No. 701, N. Y. 1976. 
McGrath, Phvllis S., "Managing corporate external relations: 
Changing perspectives and responses, " The Conference Board, 
N. Y. 1976. 
Mobil, "Advertise-ments., ' Various reprints, mostly from 
newspapers, on social responsibility topics. 
People's Gas Light & Coke Company (sub. of Natural Gas 
Pipeline Co. ), "May we join you? ", March 1975. 
Coke Coizpany, "We're all in People's Gas Light ac L-his 
L-ogether, " Peoples Gas Maqazine, Winter, 1972. t 
Paoplcls Gas IC 111 Responsibility. " Collection Company, "Socia 
of current advertising by Peoples Gas Company describing 
the company's efforts to help solve civic, social and 
environmental problems in the communities it serves. 
Vol. 2. (no date) Chicago, Illinois. 
Public Affairs Council(PAC), 1974 Survey of Corporate Public 
Affairs, Washington, D. C. 
Standard Telephones and Cables, "The STC Telecommunications 
Journal, " No. 5, Sept. 1975. 
Stephenson, Lee, "Prying open corporations: T ighter than 
clams, " Business and Society Review/Innovation, Winter 1973-74, 
(8), 42-49. 
Sts-i. rsns, R. I., "Policies and procedures: Getting the word 
out", Manaaement Adviser, 1973, Jan/Feb, 49-54. 
Ways, Max, "Business needs to do a better job of explaining 
itself, "fortune, Sept. 1972,85-87. 
-7 , rezrtising must ravise pro-Eit conceptt. uzid r , jaiss, E. S., e 
cons, wr. eerism, " Adl. -ortisiral Age, 
January 8, j-973. 
Worcester, R. and Mais, A., "HoTa to co:,, nnunicate, " Manq-qje: n:! nt 
Union Carbid. --a, "Bacjkgrounder: rzrployce-Conmiunity Comm, =Iications. ll 
Cadbury, Sir Adrian, "Consider The Audience. " Plea for 
inforriative reporting, The Accountant. Nlov. 17,1977, pp. 624. 
Harvey, David, "The knotty problem for tongue-tied managc. "nent. 
Bus. Ad: ninistration, July/Aug. 1977, pp. 25. 
Hewlett-Packard: "The HP 'Nfay... " A report designed to help 
cc-. -Lriunicate a better understar. ding of the working philosophy 
of- Hewlett-Packard Co. mpany. 
5b. Ext: ernal Communication/21-ladla 4, 
Parkinson, C. Northcote and Nogel Rowe, "Communication by 
objectives" International Management, Oct. 1977, pp. 59,60,64. 
Rowe, Nigel, "How ITT solved its own corporate comunications 
riddle, " reprint from Advertising and Marketing, Aut=n 1975. 
; *. 'ýaaver, X. Mlark and Richard 1. Hartman, "When a corporation 
starts talking. " Personnel Administrator, Sept. 1976, 
pp. 19-23. Seminar programme between Caterpillar Tractor 
Company and Bradley University increases mutual understanding. C 
5 CON2,1UNICATION / MEDIA 
5. c. Education 
Control Data Corp. ", Individual in Contemporary Business 
as Consumer ". Ads for courses of instruction . 
Multinational Enterprise , Exxon Corporation 
This anthology presents the viewpoints of managers of 
both Exxon Corp. and its foreign affiliates on key issues 
involving multinational corporations. Information is also 
provided on the activities of Exxon's affiliates in the 
economic , social and cultural life of some of the coun- 
tries in which Exxon operates. Concludes with comments 
on charges leveled against multinationals. 
1. 
Harvey, David " Management takes on a" Sir role ". looks at 
the efforts of industry to dispel anti-industry prejudices 
instilled in school classrooms . Industrial Management April 1977 p. 11-13 * 
Macmillan Co., Guidelines for CreatinT_Positiýre Sexual a 
Racial IMages in Educational Materials. London: Collier 
Macmillan, 1975 
Maxwell, S. R. " Corporate values and the business school 
curriculum " California Management Rev. 1975 . -18 
(1) Fall 
72-80 * 
Worldwide Telecomunations & Electronics , 1973 Public education. 
5. COMMUNICATION / MEDIA 
5. d. Internal Communications 
Adamson, W. O. Campbell " Disclosure of Information 
Industrial Societ Sept - Oct. 1975 p. 11-12 - 
Alberding , R. J. " Employee communications : tell it like it is Financial Exec. July 1975 . 43,7 , 42-47 
Arena Issue No. 4/76 Oct. Published by Group Information 
Dept. Ciba-Geigy 
Bass, Bernard & Rudi Klauss " Communication styles, cre- 
dibility and their consequences ". The. Personnel Adminis- 
trator Oct. 1975 p. 32-35 ." The effectiveness of interpersonnel communications bears heavily on the success 
or failure of a manager 
Brandon , Michael " Employees understanding of the ' 
eco- 
nomic facts of life ". Institute of Public Relations, 
June 9th , 1976 . Interim report to the CBI 
British Leyland Mirror . no 52 . March 21,1977. 
Chambers, P. " Encouraging an open corporate atmosphere 
( experiment at Fearnley and Eger ,a Norwegian Shipping 
coimpany 
Ciba- Geigy Journal 3/76 Published by'Ciba-Geigy , Basle Switzerland. 
Continental World , Spring 1976 . The Continental Group. New York. 
Continental World. Summer / Fall 1976 Co. magazine 
dealing with political , international community aspects 
of the Group and its people. 
Dickinson Robinson Group. " 1974 Report to employees 
Elements no. 5.1972 . In - house publication of Dow Chemical . Issue devoted to salt. 
Eiseranann, Charles W. and Charles L. Hughes 
people talked to you lately ... candidly ? Administrator Oct. 1975 p. 13-16 
Have your 
The Personnel 
EMAP Year 1975-76 . Special Report 
for EMAP People. 
Gibson , Charles ." Paperless people involvement - manage- 
ment philosophy at the Aena Corporation ". Advanced Manqt J. 
1975 Summer , 40 (3 ) 4-11 * 
Glaxo, " Group News 11 'Staf f newspaper of the Glaxo Group of 
Companies". Jan , Feb and March 1976. 
I. 
Greenbaum, Howard H. " The audit of organizational commu- 
nications ". Academy of Mangt J Dec. 1974 . 17 (4) 739-754 
Hettenhouse, George et al " Communicating the compensation 
package ". Personnel 1975 Nov - Dec. 52,6 , 19-30 * 
Hildebrandt, H. W. " Communication barriers between German 
subsidiaries and parent American Companies ". Michigan Bus. 
Tillý, IC)'71 
. 
?; (A ) (; -1"1. * 
2. 
5. d Internal Camunications 
Hill, Norman 
' 
C. " Listening - Searching for a, meaning 
in the message ". The Personnel Administrator -Oct. 1975 
p. 17-19 . Essentially 11 How to " listen to encourage real 
communication . 
Hill Samuel & Co., Ltd. " Newsletter ". June 1975. 
Holmes, J. P. and, P. D. Kwiecinski ", Build employees con- 
fidence and self-esteem ". Personnel (AMA ) July- Aug. 1975 
52,4,45-49 .* 
Imberman W. " Letting the employee speak his mind 
Personnel Nov - Dec. 1976,53,6,12-22 
Kagerer , Rudolph L. " Do Employees understand your benefits Program ?" The Personnel Administrator Oct. 1975 
p. 29-31 " The slickest publications possible won't help if 
your employees don't comprehend what they are reading ". 
Lee, Hak C and John J. Grix " Communication: An alternative 
to job enrichment ". Personnel Administrator Oct. 1975 
p. 20-23 
" Levi - Strauss* & C6. Community Af fairs Bulletin " 19 72 
St. Michael News no. l. Feb 1975 . contains articles on 
cervical cancer detection and M'& S's programme for em- 
ployees to have check-ups, their new pension scheme , and 
employees' involvement in community affairs. 
Paluszek , John L. 11 Communications vehicles 
". p. 24 in 
11 organizing for Corporate Social Responsibility in The 
Unstable Ground 
Plessey WorldJuly 1976., 
Taylor , Carvel U. and Weissman , Andrew. Setting Up an 
Employee Counseling Program . Philadelphia : HRN , Human 
Resources Network , 1975. 
The annual report as, apublic record of economic achieve- 
ment and social commitment ". A. W. Page, Chairman and C. E. 
of Metal Box Ltd. Address to BIM. Conference 22 Jan 1976. 
The. Responsive Company. :- Employee communication , 
Impact on community , Resource Recovery Employment 
infor- 
mation on S. African subsidiary. 
Miliffe, Mike ." 250,000 Injured 
Every Year, nSTC News 
Sept. 1975 p. 6-7 
U. K. News i. No. 86 Nov. 3o, 1973 published by IBM U. K. Ltd. 
ii. No. 85 Nov. 16,1973. 
"It's no idle question .. " Issued 
by Management Develop- 
ment IBM, U. K. Ltd. Produced by Publications and Graphics 
Services . Printed in England by Bow-Town. 
ing Ltd. UK Form 
10-7106 
5d. Internal Communic-ation 
IBM International Business Machines , 
EOP Employee Awareness . Armonk, New York : IBM 1975 
contents describes external programs 
1. Minority Education 
2. Community Service 
3. Support of minority Enterprise. 
4. Opportunities for Women 
International Paper Co. "Perspectives published for 
management on issues of importance. 
John Lewis " The Gazette " Jan 21,1976. 
John Lewis About the John Lewis Partnership 
Aug 1973. 
Lucas. Report for Employees ". England-1975. 
Meyer H. E. How the boss stays in touch with the 
troops. " Fortune June 1975 91,6,152-155 * 
BANKGROUND , The Staff Newspaper of the National West- 
minster Group. no 59 Sept. 1975 , N0.61 Nov. 1975 , 
no. 64 Feb 1976 , no. 68 June 1976. no. 65 March L976. 
National Westminster Bank , Pension Fund Report. A 
Review of the Pensions and Widows and Orphans Annuities 
Funds Accounts at April 5,1974. 
Salmons, Sandra Taking time to communicate Inter- 
nationalManagement , Dec. 1976. p. 35- 37. 
Taylor , A. H. The presentation of financial information 
to employees Managerial Finance 1,1 p. 14-23. 
United Biscuits United Biscuits, flow We Did in 1974 
Wc-Oters, Kenneth Employee freedom of speech "' Industrial 
Relations 1976 Feb 15.1.26-43. * 
3. 
Walton , Eugene " Levels of Information , Misinformation and Uninformation in a Large organization ". The Personnel Admi- 
nistrator Oct 1975 p. 24-28 
Wells Fargo "A Happy Customer " Wells Fargo graphic arts 
dept. 
'' Mnitbread Way '' The Magazine for Licensees. 
Issues dating from Winter 1977, 
Xerox " An Understanding " 
Xerox " Proprietary Information, and Conflict of Interest 
Agreement ". Stanford , Connecticut : IBM. ( in " An Under- 
standing ). 
Union Carbide ," Background : Employee-Community Commu- 
nications ". pamphlets. 
at. Internal Cormunication 4. 
Avon Products Inc. Corporate Responsibility newsletter. 
"Award-winning accounts of Tarmac Ltd. " The Accountant, 
May 19,1977, pp. 579-580. .1 
"Award-winning accounts of Alginate. " The Accountant, 
114ay 26,1977, pp. 611. 
BAIE (British Assoc. of Industrial Editors) News, No. 56, 
January 1973. Handles issues such as prejudice in the workforce 
and how to avoid it. Includes an article by Peter Parker, 
"Sh^w r, -, e -a house journal and you 31how ne the bb--re anato. z. 111 
of its management. " 
C--u. eron, Sue, -I "j2ý. ti. ng the messaga to sink, in, " Financial Times, Monday, Oct. 3,1977. Looks at some of the criteria 
involved in producing employee reports. 
IIEToployees' 71te-ports. The ; ýccountant, Aug. 4,1977,, pp.. 147 
Gibson, Christopher, "The accountant's role in employee 
corimunications, " Accountancy, Feb. 1978, pp. 118-121. 
harrison, Alex, "f,; mployee Accounts: A guide to the future? " 
, 
The Accountant, December 22-29,1977, pp. 790-791. 
H. J. Heinz Co. mpany Ltd. Annual Report 1976. Heinz News - 
Employee Report 1976. 
lIewlett-Packard: "The HP Way... " A report designed to help 
co=urnunicate a better understanding of the working philosophy 
of Hewlett-Packard Company. 
forimattion for cinployeas" Accountan-, Oct. 27,1977, 
521-522. 
Lucas: "The shareholders now share their news. " Personnel 
Management, Feb. 1978,, pp. 16-17. The 1977 Lucas annual reporý 
st-2ts a new patte--n by makln-, it si-multaneously ca report to 
ealp -10yaes. 
Z, laudd, Barry, "The face-to-face factor. " Management Today, 
j-'an-:! 1-977. pn. 19,20,22. 
Pan Am. A report %to Pan Am e-11P. AuYues Zrom William T. Seawall, 
; ýhairman and Chief Executive Officer. "The next fifty years. " 
Ran% Xerox, "Xerox International Review 1976" To all Xerox 
people. Includas "Rank Xerox (UK) Ltd., Report to Employees 
Tin3ley, AIjoel, "Employee cc. -mnunicatilon... an ICI approach. " 
Accol-intanay, Nov. 1977, Pp. 60-62. 
Wastall, Ken, "Shoofloor, shareholders: All friends together" 
Du:; iness tlsdminiistration, July/Aug. 1977, pp. 17-18. 
COMMUNICATION / MEDIA 1. 
5e. Speeches 
Abramouski, Helmut, "International 
national corporations - Summary of 
Conference on International Rules 
tions, 17 December 1974. 
organisations and multi- 
current OECD activities" 
for Multinational Corpora- 
Abt, Clark C., "Managing the socially responsible corporation: 
New accounting tools", Gerrett Lectures, Columbia Graduate 
School of Business, January 1973. 
Abt, Clark C. , "Social audits' - The state of the art" - 
Abt, Clark C., "The social role of technologyll, speech pre- 
sented at Salzburg Assembly, Impact of New Technolog 
September 25,1972. 
Alexander, Judd H., "The four corporate'challenges in the 
environmental age". Talk given before White House Newsletter 
Seminar on Environment, March 26,1971, Washington, D. C., 
Greenwich, Connecticut, American Can Company. 
Bertrand, Raymond, "Enterprises Multinationals et Pays 
Developpes", Conference sur les "Regles Internationales pur 
les Societies Multinationales", 17 December 1974. 
Blackburn, Kari Ruth, "The social responsibility of business", 
IBM Essay Prize Competition 1973. Cambridge, Churchill College, 
unpublished paper, September 1973. 
Blanchard, F., (Director General of ILO) Address on MNC's. 
Brannon, Robert L., "Memorandum-First National City Bank 
Position in the Global Economy",, New York, First National 
City Bank, October 1,1975. 
Buggiarelli, Tommaso (General Rapporteur) "Law and Technology - 
The Protection of Human Personality", London, international 
Association of Lawyers, 23rd Congress, July 1969. 
Burke, Rev. Cormac,, "Work development and social responsibility: 
The contribution of business, " MIT : Lecture to Sloan Fellowship 
Program, May 10,1968. 
Castruccio, Peter, ' "The role of satellites in earth ecology"I 
Anaheim, California: American Institute of Aeronautics and 
Astronautics, 6th Annual Meeting and Technical Display, 
October 20-24,1976. 
"Changing Values and Social Trends - How do Organisations 
React? " American Marketing Association Conference, Randolph 
Hotel, Oxford, 5-7 June 1974. 
Clark, R. A. "Multinational corporations and developed countries" 
Paris, 9 January 1975. (two Versions) 
Cooley, Richard, "Social facets of the decision prism, " 
Speech to California Bankers Association Conference on 
Social Responsibility by the President and CEO of Wells 
Fargo Bank, September 1974, Los Angeles, California. 
Cox, Robert, "Labor and Multinational Corporations", Paris 
('1-1 F---ne-r- r- Tnt--rn, -,, f-i. r)ni I ! I, iI r-ý "Frir NINT(I I -z , Jan I c)7r, 
5e. Speeches 2. 
Dauman, Jan, "Corporate social responsibility - The business 
case", Henley Administrative Staff College, Oct. 24j 1974. 
Dauman, Jan, "Social audit and the multinational", Henley 
Staff College Talk, April 26,1973. 
Day, Virgil B. (of General Electric), "The social relevance 
of business", Annual College Business Symposium, Dec. 3,1969, 
Rhode Island. 
Eden-Green, A., "Organising for communication", Conference, 
The Responsive Company, London, 22 January 1976. 
Escobar, Luis, "International organisations and the MNC's" 
(draft outline of presentation) Conference on "International 
Rules for MCIs", Paris, January 1975. 
Faulkner, Eric, "Capitalism under attack". 
Gaitskill, A., "The needs of developing nations", Oxfam 
Conference, Oxford, September 1964. 
Geyelin, H. R. R. (President, Council of the Americas), "The 
socio-economic impact of U. S. corporations in developing 
countries", PAC Speech delivered on December 1,1975, New 
York, New York. 
Gibson, 'br. Weldon B., "A new voice 6f enterprise, " Address 
to the 26th National Conference of Public Relations Society 
of America, Honolulu, Hawaii, Nov. 11-15,1973. 
Goldston, Eli, "Conscience-f court, and corporation" (coal 
industry), Joint Meeting of West Virginia Bar Association 
and West Virginia Chamber of Commerce, Aug. 31,1973. 
Gonzalez, Richard J., "Oil and Gas ... to serve America's needs" Statement on behalf of American Petroleum Institute to 
Congressional Subcommittee on Priorities and Economy in 
Government of the Joint Economic Committee, U. S. Congress,. 
January 12,1972. 
Goyder, G., "Must business be perpetuated as a necessary 
evil,. or can it find a more eithical identity, a wider 
mission, a more acceptable face? ", Conference, The Responsive 
Company, London, 22 January 1976. 
Gray, Herb, "Notes for speech on Canada's Foreign Investment 
Review Act, " OECD Conference, Paris, January 9,1975. 
Haksar, Shri, A. N., "The balance sheet of national interests" 
Extracts from speech given by Chairman of Indio Tobacco Co. 
Ltd. at 62nd Annual Meeting, August 16,1973. 
Haynes, Elliott, "Executives wanted - Innovators and risk 
takers only should apply", Columbia Journal of World Business, 
May-June 1969. 
Hebblethwaite, Peter, "Is God for Europe? " Oxford, Speech. 
Henry, Paul-Marc, "Les Societes Multinationales et les Pays 
en voic de developpement", Conference, OECD, Paris, Jan. 1975. 
I 
5e. Speeches 
Carborundum Company. Speech by W. H. Wendel, Prýsident, 
"Ethics - The, many shades of gray. " 
Caterpillar Tractor Company: Worldý-Ide business conduct - 
perhaps the principal issue before the international business 
community in 1-975. 
General Motors Corporation. Remarks by T. A. Murphy at the 
Human Rights Conference., October 14,1977. 
General Motors Corporation. Remarks by Thomas A. Murphy at 
the 'ý, Iorality in Iledia Dinner, November 7,1977. 
"Industry and its responsibilities: An historical tour de 
force. " No author, no date. 
International Paper Company, "The responsible use of power, " 
presented by J. Stanford Smith to the 'National Conference 
on Regulatory Reform. Washington, D. C. Mlay 26,1976. 
International Paper Company, "Customers and suppliers in a 
service-to-people economy. " Presented by J. Stanford Smith 
to The Purchasing Management Association of Chicago. 
Chicago, Ill., Sept. 9,1976. 
Pocock, CC. (Shell Transport & Trading Co. Ltd. ) "The- manager 
in today's society. " Address given in Singapore, Oct- 31,1977. 
Necessary social attitudes and conduct of today's managers. 
Rogers, T. G. P., "The social responsibilities of business: 
Policies - yes ; Audit - no. " Lecture given at Manchestar 
Business School, Feb. 28,1974. 
Wilson, Ian 11 General Electric Co. -. ipa-., y, "Issues on the 
Ho--izon, " paper prepared for 261'-h Public Relations Semainar. 
G. E. 's Business Environment Studies Component. 
5. C0Z ICýt»'! "l0&'i/L'ý'l: -: D I., 't 
f. 
I. 
Avon Product Inc. "Corporate Responsibility: Today's 
chalenges. " Special emphasis on women. 
BASF Aktiengesellschaft: "Net value added and social 
accounting 1975,? ' reprint from BASF information - iMenschen, 
Arbeit, Geschaft 1975. " 
Celanese 1976. Includes section on "Public responsibility. " 
Citicorp: Citicorp and the Co. -, 4-nunity - Report to our Neighbors 
1975; Citicorp and the Community - Report to our Neighbors 
1.9-1 10* 
Conference Board, "Social responsibility reporta. October 17, 
1977. 
-Ont4L---nt-al Bank: ... because we live 'here. " clipril 1977. 
Deutsche BP Aktiengesellschaft. Social report. 
Deutsche Shell Aktiengesellschaft Geschaftsbericht/Sozialbilanz. 
Dierkes, Meinolf and Lee E. Preston, "Corporate social 
accounting reporting for the physical environment: A-critical 
review and implementation proposal. " Accounting, Orqanisations 
and Society, Vol. 2, No. 1, pp. 3-22,19-77. 
Ernst & Ernst, "Social Responsibility Disclosure. " 1976 Survey 
of Fortune 500 annual reports. 
Ernst a Ernst, "Social Responsibility Disclosure. Compilation 
of 1977 survey of Fortune 500 annual reports. 1977. 
European Industrial Relations Review, No. 40, April 1977, 
"The social Balance Sheet; The French experience. " 
Exxon: "The other dimensions of business -A report on Exxon's 
participation in areas of public interest. " 
C2 neral no'cors Corporation. 1976 uEmeral 21otor3 public 
interest report. 
'. -z , - ., ne-, w --2- iIIdthit 
IB'. I, "Corporate rosponsibility and ! B: I.! ' 1977. 
Jonsson, Berth (Volvo) , "Corporate non-f inancial reporting - Some European experiences, " submitted to the United Nations 
Centre on Transnational Corporations, July 1977. 
Levils, "Social Responsibility 1967-1977: An overview. " 
by Milton Mosko-. -7itz. 
. "Ictropolitan Life, "A need... A response. ' 197G. M L's 
efforts to improve the quality of life. 
CO. ', U4UNICATION/, ', IEDIA 2. 
Monsanto Company. 1976 annual report. Contains. two pages 
on Social Responsibility. 
TL- 
I"ank Xerox GmbH: Gesclha"-s und Sozialbericht 1976. 
Schoenfeld, N. M., "Social Reporting - The present state in 
West Germany, Austria and Switzerland, " Management Inter- 
national Review, 4/1977, Vol. 17, pp. 51-62. 
01 The 'Social Balance Sheet': The French Experience" 
Eurooean Industrial Ralations Review, No. 40, April 1977, pp. 4. 'L 
-- 
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COMMUNITY RELATIONS - LOCAL 
a. General 
1. 
Blain, Philip, "Local community relations programs - discussion 
notes, " Standard Telephones and Cables Ltd., Oov. 12,1974. 
British Airport Authority, "Aircraft vortex insurance scheme", 
1974. 
Business International S. A., Corporate External Affairs : Blue- 
print for Survival, Business International, 1975. 
Chase Manhattan Bank, "Outlook and Review", Chase Manhattan 
Bank Community Development Departrrent, New York. 
Coalite and Chemical Products Limited, "Corrinunity and Environment", 
Social Audit, Vol. 2, No. 2, Autumn 1974. ' 
European Management Forum, The European ComnanV and Changing 
Society, Third European Management Symposium, 1-9 Feb. 1973, 
Davos, Switzerland. 
Goodey, Brian, A Checklist of Sources on Environmental Protection, 
University of Birmingham: Centre for Urban and Regional Studies, 
March 1972. 
Greater London Councill "London: The Future and You", Foreward 
by Sir Reg. Goodwin, Leader of the GLC. 1973. 
Hargreaves, John and Jan V. Dauman, "Company and community", 
Journal of General Management, Vol. 1, No. 2,1973-74. 
Human Resources Network, "Sears Civic Affairs Program", 
Corpoiate Responsibility Planning Service, March 13,1975. 
Institute of Life Insurance, "Community Involvement", Life 
Insurance Conference on Corporate Social Responsibility, 
Report of the Proceedings, October 10-1,1971. New York-, 
Institute. of Life Insurance. 
Joseph, James A., "Corporate philanthropy and community devel- 
opment: The Cummins Engine Company's approach", Journal of 
Contemporary Business, 1974, Spring, 3 (2),, pp. 79-88. 
Levi Stirauss & Co., "Levi's is People", Community Affairs 
Program, 1973. 
Martindale, Robert M., "Public Affairs and Banking... an 
Action Report, " Chicago, Illinois, Bank Marketing Association, 
1971. 
McGrath, Phyllis, Managing External Relations: Changin 
Perspectives and Responses, Conference Report No. 679, Conference 
Board, New York, 1976. 
Metropolitan Life, "A need ... a respo nse", Metropolitan Life, New York, 1973. 
Orr, L. H. editor, "Why business got a bad name", Business 
Society Review, 1976, rall, (19), pp. 10-27. 
0. C "UNITY RELATIONS - LOCAL 
a. General 
Peoples Gas, Light, & Coke Co., "We're all in this together", 
Peoples Gas Magazine, Winter, 1972. 
Perry, Michael; Dov Ozrseli; Arnon Perry, "Image change as 
a result of advertising", Journal of Advertisinq Research, 
February 1976,16 (1), pp. 45-50. 
Ralston Purina, "The company and our neighbors: Working together", 
Ralston Purina Magazine, 1974, pp. 11-14. 
Rogers, 'R. E. and J. T. Colbert, Drug abuse and organizational 
response: A review and evaluation. Personnel Journal., 'May 1975, 
34 (s), 266-271,281. 
Sc, ott, Bader, "Fir. -zi =, unitriant. to the cc. mmunity", Coi-inunity Care, 
I June 4,1975. 
R. E. , Th-c! ant-i-social activities of the public sactor. 
Banker, December 1975,125 (593), 1503-1511. 
Wallis, W. Allen, Public affairs: What can we do about it? 
Financial Executive, 1975,43 (12), 36-38. 
Western Electric, "Community relations activities", A report 
on corporate social responsibility. 
See also symposium report: Women in the Corporate Structure: 
In pursuit of success. 
Western Electric, "Educational activities report, " Community 
Relations Organization, Spring, 1975. 
Whaley, Gerald, F., Vice President, Public Affairs#Wometco 
Enterprises Inc. "Social Responsibility and Communication: 
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